ARTHU - ALL SOUNDS.
WHOCARESZINE@GMAIL.COM
SOUNDCLOUD.COM/AGAMENONPROJECT
CHECK THE WEBSITE FOR MORE INFOS AND FREE DOWNLOADS!

ego death
MANOS - NOISE MASTER!
MYSSPACE.COM/EGODEATHNOISE
MANOSCURE@YAHOO.GR
AROUND 17 MINS FULL OF DISTORTED NECROLATRY FOR THE ANCIENT
DEMONS OUR NATIONS (BRAZIL AND GREECE) HAVE GREAT HISTORY IN
THAT MATTERS I HOPE YOU WILL LIKE MY WORK AND THE CONCEPT
AND MAKE SOMETHING UNIQUE.
AGAMENON
agamenonproject.wordpress.com

01 - RUNNING TO THE SHELTER (BESTHOVEN)
02 - LIKE A BAD DREAM (BESTHOVEN)
03 - ARMED REVOLUTION (THE SHITLICKERS)
04 - WARSYSTEM (THE SHITLICKERS)
05 - A NIGHTMARE CONTINUES (DISCHARGE)
06 - BIG FLAT CAGES (AGATHOCLES)
07 - LAY OFF ME! (AGATHOCLES)
08 - ARBEIT MACHT KRUNK (AGATHOCLES)
09 - JUST ONE STEP TO HELL (ARMAGEDDOM)

EGO DEATH
egodeathnoisenoise.bandcamp.com

10 - DEMONS THAT DRIVE US

WHO CARES? RECORDS
BRAZILIAN D.I.Y. LABEL
WHOCARESZINE@GMAIL.COM
WHOCARESRECORDS.WORDPRESS.COM
AGAMENON
agamenonproject.wordpress.com

01 - RUNNING TO THE SHELTER (BESTHOVEN)
02 - LIKE A BAD DREAM (BESTHOVEN)
03 - ARMED REVOLUTION (THE SHITLICKERS)
04 - WARSYSTEM (THE SHITLICKERS)
05 - A NIGHTMARE CONTINUES (DISCHARGE)
06 - BIG FLAT CAGES (AGATHOCLES)
07 - LAY OFF ME! (AGATHOCLES)
08 - ARBEIT MACHT KRANK (AGATHOCLES)
09 - JUST ONE STEP TO HELL (ARMAGEDOM)

ego death
egodeathnoise.bandcamp.com
10 - DEMONS THAT DRIVE US

WHO CARES? RECORDS
BRAZILIAN D.I.Y. LABEL
WHO CARES? Records@gmail.com
WHO CARES? Records.wordpress.com

wise to think that will you will the work and the complete
awe of he have. have your history in
around the minds of the distribution network for the album
MANOSQUEEZE@GMAIL.COM

ego death

Check the website for more info and free downloads!
TORN FLESH RECORDS

www.archive.org/details/tornfleshrecords

Your Friendly Neighborhood ANTI-LABEL